Propel LMU is the name of the multi-year project responsible for the selection and implementation of Workday as LMU's guiding software for HR and financial processes moving forward.

Workday is the premiere cloud-based ERP system, and the first true consolidated HR and finance application specifically built for higher education.

Workday was selected for its user-friendly interface and flexibility across desktop and mobile platforms, making it uniquely suited to meet LMU's human resources and financial needs.

Workday will consolidate many disconnected software and processes across LMU, helping eliminate shadow systems and provide more transparency throughout the organization.

The following is a non-comprehensive sampling of the current platforms that will be replaced with Workday in June 2021:

- MyTime
- ADP iPay
- Concur
- LionJobs
- Oracle E-Business Suite

For more information, please visit: lmu.edu/workday